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bag-cat Should Mention the Loading of Definitions.
04/02/2015 03:48 PM - N. Hafner

Status: Resolved Start date: 04/02/2015
Priority: Low Due date:
Assignee: J. Moringen % Done: 100%
Category: Documentation Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: rsb-0.12
Description

The Tutorial page in the Documentation for bag-cat does not mention that for certain .tide files additional definitions need to be loaded
through command-line switches. Adding this in would make it a lot more useful, as the error messages printed on missing definitions
are everything but helpful to the layman.

Page in question is http://docs.cor-lab.de/rsbag-manual/trunk/html/tutorial.html
Example command as shown to me by Jan Moringen:

bag-cat -I$RST/rst-proto/proto/stable -I$RST/rst-proto/proto/sandbox -l$RST/rst-proto/proto/\*\*/\*.proto data-file.tide

Associated revisions
Revision a8491764 - 04/03/2015 01:28 AM - N. Hafner

Added section for including data definitions in tutorial.rst

fixes #2217

    -  tutorial.rst (Loading Data Type Definitions): new section; explain
  need for and use of -I, -l with bag-cat

Signed-off-by: Jan Moringen <jmoringe@techfak.uni-bielefeld.de>

History
#1 - 04/02/2015 04:14 PM - N. Hafner
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

Branch enhancement-2217

#2 - 04/02/2015 04:16 PM - J. Moringen
- Assignee set to J. Moringen
- Target version set to rsb-0.12
- % Done changed from 50 to 0

#3 - 04/02/2015 04:16 PM - J. Moringen
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

#4 - 04/03/2015 01:31 AM - J. Moringen
Thanks, pushed with minor modifications:
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    -  Minor wording changes
    -  Reference issue in commit message (in this case: fixes #2217)
    -  Please configure git to use your actual name (and email address of your choice)

#5 - 04/03/2015 01:33 AM - N. Hafner
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:rsbag-manual|a849176499e1dfb8c48eeab76958c0cf3fe4eb59.

#6 - 04/03/2015 01:38 AM - J. Moringen
- % Done changed from 100 to 50

Will be automatically built by https://ci.cor-lab.org/job/rsbag-manual-trunk/ and pushed to http://docs.cor-lab.org/rsbag-manual/trunk/html/.

#7 - 04/03/2015 01:40 AM - J. Moringen
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

… or should have been built automatically.

@Johannes: do you known whether redmine -> jenkins push notifications are broken again?

I'm triggering the build manually for now.

#8 - 04/03/2015 01:45 AM - J. Moringen

Never mind, forgot about submodules again.
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